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The amazing thing about language is, that you can put any series of words 
together according to the rules of grammar and then say: This is a question!”  
  
For instance, where did the Universe come from; how did life commence on 
earth; how did humans come into existence? 
  
Are these really meaningful questions or just strings of words which look 
meaningful? Not to mention our inclination to believe,  
  
that we can find an answer to them. Let’s have a closer look at this behaviour at 
this stage of our evolution. 
  
Take the question “Where did the Universe come from?” Just look at the picture 
behind me. 
  
By asking "WHERE ..... FROM? we are automatically trapped by spatio-temporal 
and causal thinking.  
  
Even worse, not only trapped....we are completely unable to think otherwise. 
That is how our brain works. 
  



 
 
 
All we communicate about is solely the result of our thinking and this thinking has 
its limitations. 
  
Therefore it is not surprising that Kant said, that we are unable to know "das Ding 
an sich" (reality as such). 
  
But what then is our position in this world, when we say, that we KNOW 
something? Don’t ask a philosopher. He might start telling about Aristotle and so 
on. 
  
Ask a scientist, a more practical person. He is only concerned about the outcome 
of his experiment: will it refute his hypothesis or not? 
  
I think, scientists have a kind of implicit epistemology: check your calculations, 
check your instruments, check your observations, then come to a conclusion. 
  
But most important is: a scientist has a THEORY about his subject and he takes 
causality, space and time for granted. 
  
I guess only philosophers and those scientists who deal with astronomy don’t. 
  
But here it is: a theory, our way to describe the world we live in. Why do scientists 
love theories? What is so special about a theory? 



 

 
 
 
According to the National Academy of Sciences (NAS), a scientific theory is "a 
well-substantiated explanation of some aspect of the natural world that can 
incorporate facts, laws, inferences, and tested hypotheses." 
  
To validate our theories we need facts. The NAS defines a fact as "an 
observation that has been repeatedly confirmed and for all practical purposes is 
accepted as 'true.'" 
  
Likewise the Darwinian evolutionary theory was formulated and has had a 
profound impact on our understanding of our species and on our worldview. 
  
While it is remarkably well confirmed by innumerable findings, and now coheres 
with our understanding of genetics in innumerable detailed ways, it remains 
controversial in the public sphere for this reason.  
  
In this public sphere we find the believe, that mankind is not a stage in some 
evolution, but created by some intelligence. Not only mankind of course, just 
everything. 
  
A central tenet of modern science is methodological naturalism. It seeks to 
explain the universe purely in terms of observed or testable natural mechanisms.  
  



 
 
 
You may criticise and even reject this methodological naturalism. No problem, 
but it obliges you to come up with an alternative epistemology, 
  
which at  least leads to theories, which can be validated by observable and 
testable facts. In my opinion the only way to convince others of your point of 
view. 
  
So we are justified to ask such an approach from any critic of Darwinism, in this 
case it is called Intelligent Design, or in a broader sense Creationism. 
  
Is this really a serious debate? Let Google tell you… Just look at the picture 
behind me. I think I am outclassed, overrun, crushed and in great danger here. 
  
 



 
 
 
What  should I add to this mega tidal wave? Maybe something very simplistic: a 
question that bothers me already for ages and I still do not know the answer. 
  
In 1802 theologian William Paley wrote that if one finds a pocket watch in a field, 
the most reasonable conclusion is that someone dropped it, not that natural 
forces created it there.  
  
And then, when you look at the complexity of the eye the most REASONABLE 
conclusion MUST be, that it impossibly has come into existence by chance. 
There HAS to be some intelligence, that designed the eye. 
  
I still wonder, what epistemology explains this “reasonableness” and what kind of 
epistemological necessity implies this “must” 
  
Now suppose I walk in that same field and do not find a watch, but a peculiar 
artefact. I have no idea what it could be. 
  
I have it analysed, tested, whatever…. and nobody recognises the material nor 
the working of the object, so I say, the most REASONABLE conclusion MUST be, 
that it impossibly has come into existence by chance. 
  
In other words, this object is not from this earth. Being clearly an artefact, it 
means that it was the possession of an alien. Think about it….. 



  
I’d like to see the tables turned. In stead of criticising evolutionary theory, I want 
observable and testable facts, that validate the existence of this mysterious 
intelligence. 
  
I want more theories that tell me, where this intelligence started its work. By 
designing DNA, or complete cells or whole bodies? Did it stop designing at a 
given moment or is it still at work? 
  
What theory tells me WHEN this intelligence started its design work, and 
because we are dealing with an Intelligence, did it has a reason to specifically 
design this world? 
  
Did this intelligence design other worlds too? Why and when? What theories 
developed by any creationist can answer these questions? I think they have an 
obligation here. 
  
By the way, is it legitimate to ask who designed this Intelligence and why and 
where and how? I mean, scientifically, you can’t just say, it is just there, because 
I believe so? 
  
Darwin didn’t answer all questions about our origins, but he answered a lot of 
questions in a way that makes sense, where the answers can be tested and 
validated. 
  
But we still do not know how life emerged from matter. If we knew we could 
replicate it in a laboratory.  
  
We still don’t know, how the mind emerges from (brain)matter. These are still and 
maybe forever fundamental mysteries 
  
 



 
 
 
It is nice to create real knowledge within our patio-temporal and causal 
restrictions, but we also have to follow Socrates and sometimes dare to say to 
ourselves: I know that I do not know. 
  
Thank you for your attention….. 
  
 
 

The Discussion 
 
[13:20] Teddi (theodolite.wickentower) smiles. 
[13:21] herman Bergson: quod dixi dixi :-)) 
[13:21] herman Bergson: One for Nat :-) 
[13:21] Chantal (nymf.hathaway): ㋡ 
[13:22] Nat Ure (nat.spirt): one for google 
[13:22] herman Bergson: Feel free to add your remarks and comments 
[13:22] Maerkruil: *applauds 
[13:22] herman Bergson: you might even have a question :-)) 
[13:23] Teddi (theodolite.wickentower): Hmmmm.... wondering what civilizations 
that originate in forgotten refrigerator containers would imagine of their own 
evolution? 
[13:23] herman Bergson: ask them, Teddi...that is the scientific method 



[13:23] Kat (katherinedrogers): so do you play god and smite the contents of that 
container? 
[13:23] Teddi (theodolite.wickentower) grins. 
[13:24] herman Bergson: you only can play god when you know what the role 
entails :-) 
[13:24] Teddi (theodolite.wickentower): I send it on a quest of space explorations 
to colonize the compost heap. 
[13:24] Teddi (theodolite.wickentower) grins. 
[13:24] Kat (katherinedrogers): Apparently based on common usage...it means 
what you really truely wish it to mean and feel in your heart it should mean. 
[13:24] herman Bergson: Just beam over and explore Teddi 
[13:25] Teddi (theodolite.wickentower) grins. 
[13:26] Teddi (theodolite.wickentower): Sorry 'bout that... it just flipped in my 
head and a couldn't resist. 
[13:26] Maerkruil: do you think many of the people supporting ID may just have 
an agenda? like trying to keep old social structures protected from our changed 
worldview. 
[13:26] Dali Waverider: When you think that every star that ou can see in the sky 
is all within a tiny volume of the Milky Way, it' sort of hard to justify any story that 
implies human primacy. 
[13:26] herman Bergson: Good observation Maerkruil....that crossed my mind 
too.... 
[13:26] Chantal (nymf.hathaway): Agrees with Dali 
[13:27] Maerkruil: I am not so cynical to think they are all dishonest 
[13:27] Nat Ure (nat.spirt): most people dont realise how really big, big, big , 
bigger the universe is 
[13:27] herman Bergson: Especially because all ado about ID is a kind of 
American folklore... 
[13:27] Maerkruil: but some maybe 
[13:27] herman Bergson: no issue in Europe at all 
[13:27] Teddi (theodolite.wickentower): I don't think you have to look as far as the 
stars... I think there are far more animals here on earth with intelligence, within 
their needs of being what/who they are. 
[13:27] .: Beertje :. (beertje.beaumont): what is ID? 
[13:28] CB Axel: Intelligent Design 
[13:28] Maerkruil: Intelligent design sorry Berrtje 
[13:28] herman Bergson: Intelligent Design 
[13:28] .: Beertje :. (beertje.beaumont): thank you 
[13:28] Chantal (nymf.hathaway): Its so far from my bed this subject 
[13:28] herman Bergson: Yes Teddi there are levels of consciousness... 
[13:28] Chantal (nymf.hathaway): Hi Stefano ㋡ 
[13:29] herman Bergson: It is nt in my bed either Chantal....good heavens :-) 
[13:29] Chantal (nymf.hathaway): ahhahaha 
[13:29] .: Beertje :. (beertje.beaumont): ㋡ 
[13:29] Chantal (nymf.hathaway): I like your question about... if he is still 
designing ㋡ 



[13:29] Teddi (theodolite.wickentower) smiles. 
[13:29] Chantal (nymf.hathaway): Never thought about that really :))) 
[13:30] herman Bergson: Well...I assume evolution is still going on 
[13:30] Teddi (theodolite.wickentower): I've always believed there is a greater 
power ... but then again, one only has to be around nature to see that.  Nothing 
mysterious, just is. 
[13:31] herman Bergson: But because the process is so slow we are not able to 
register is on a macrolevel... 
[13:31] Chantal (nymf.hathaway): Nature is the power ㋡ 
[13:31] Nat Ure (nat.spirt): there's good evidence for evolution in a short 
timescale 
[13:31] herman Bergson: On a microlevel we CAN observe evolution.... 
[13:31] Chantal (nymf.hathaway): Brian Cox shown it beautifully to us earlier 
today 
[13:31] Teddi (theodolite.wickentower): I've known some folks that can't even 
register the changes within their own life times. 
[13:32] herman Bergson: virusses addapting to new environments....things like 
that 
[13:32] herman Bergson: That is a psychological issue Teddi...not an 
evolutionary  one 
[13:33] Chantal (nymf.hathaway): Evolution... 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3dMRt4NQb1Q 
[13:33] Teddi (theodolite.wickentower): Like that virus that wiped out the 
commercial bananas last century and now attacking the current commercial 
bananas... 
[13:33] Δşŧσɧąℓïŋ (wotol): http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/bbc/12152098/Dan-
Walkers-creationism-is-an-affront-to-reason-science-and-logic.html 
[13:33] herman Bergson: I am no expert on bananas, Teddi.... 
[13:34] Radrun Rau: It is true that the scientific methods has limits and like there 
is a God of the gaps there is a Science of the gaps. Evolution or God fills them in 
people. 
[13:34] Chantal (nymf.hathaway): Hello Freexmint ㋡ 
[13:35] herman Bergson: Wouldnt it be wiser to say I DO NOT KNOW than fill-in 
gaps with fairytales ? 
[13:35] Kat (katherinedrogers): IM surprised more fundamentalist christians aren’t 
calling for some form of belief in evolution because their book claims a global 
flood about 4700 years ago killing everything not on Noahs boat. The earth would 
have to repopulate with species somehow from that point. 
[13:35] Stefano (stephanos.kowalski): it would, Herman 
[13:35] Teddi (theodolite.wickentower): Talk about inbreeding... 
[13:36] herman Bergson: I think it isn’t worth spending intellectual effort on such 
ideas , Kat 
[13:36] herman Bergson: There are a lot of other likewise books around with al  
kinds of stories..... 
[13:37] Kat (katherinedrogers): IT is if ...there is a problem funding education or 
research because fundamentalists are anti evolution 



[13:37] Chantal (nymf.hathaway): I love the greek myths ㋡ 
[13:37] Dali Waverider: However, the puddles of ignorance in which ID breeds 
have been drying up.    There are many more puddles, but they are incompatible 
with ID. 
[13:37] Chantal (nymf.hathaway): Hello Ndesa ㋡ good to see you 
[13:37] herman Bergson: That is a peculiar American problem, Kat :-) 
[13:37] Ndesa o'Capilban (ndesa.marialla): Hello, thank you 
[13:38] Teddi (theodolite.wickentower): There was a tradition among Native 
Americans  at least, to exchange creation stories... a form of entertainment, 
actually, rather than demanding belief. 
[13:38] Radrun Rau: Hercules does not carry the world, but that does not take 
anything away from the message of the story. 
[13:38] Maerkruil: when science fills gaps with, lets call them weak theories, all 
the scientists know Like string theory and quantum gravity. Science tries to fill the 
gaps with the best theories it can- ie testable and observable. 
[13:38] herman Bergson: We love to tell each other stories... 
[13:38] Chantal (nymf.hathaway): Stories probably were one of the few things for 
entertainment 
[13:38] Ndesa o'Capilban (ndesa.marialla): (Sorry) 
[13:39] Dali Waverider: Nor Atlas, nor Sysiphys 
[13:39] herman Bergson: Indeed Maerkruil 
[13:39] Teddi (theodolite.wickentower): Turtles all the way down. 
[13:40] herman Bergson: Like on the Galapagos Islands :-) 
[13:40] Kat (katherinedrogers): whats wrong with saying I don’t know if the 
answer is unknown and doing research as opposed to making up mythical stories 
[13:40] Dali Waverider: nuttin/' 
[13:40] Maerkruil: yeah nothing 
[13:40] Nat Ure (nat.spirt): many people don't like the 'don't know' answer. I don't 
know why 
[13:40] Stefano (stephanos.kowalski): As long as they are stories, people don´t 
take them seriously and literally. The problem happens when you disguise 
religion as science, creating the "intelligent design" 
[13:40] herman Bergson: That is my point...nothing....but we don't like the 
unknown....at least not in the public sphere 
[13:41] herman Bergson: People want answers... 
[13:41] herman Bergson: Certainty... 
[13:41] Teddi (theodolite.wickentower): Since our human senses are limited 
within the range of what we need to be human... I have to say that it is actually 
impossible to fill in the gaps because we are incapable of detecting what's there 
(with out some chance discovery). 
[13:41] herman Bergson: so we tell each other stories...:-) 
[13:41] Chantal (nymf.hathaway): I passed on all your comments to her 
[13:41] .: Beertje :. (beertje.beaumont): I'm sorry I have to go, thank you Herman 
[13:41] Sofia (mysticfriend): I don't understand this idea of the 'science of the 
gaps' - science sets out to explain how nature behaves and of course focuses 
efforts on areas where understanding is weak!   that's what science 'is' - and that 



understanding strengthens as more effort is spent on it - as for example has 
been happening with how the eye evolved, or how nature works on very small 
scales. Science does say "I don't know" but adds " but I'm going to find out!" 
[13:41] Chantal (nymf.hathaway): Sleep well beertje ㋡ 
[13:41] .: Beertje :. (beertje.beaumont): thank you Chantal, you too 
[13:41] Teddi (theodolite.wickentower): Take Care! Beertje 
[13:42] .: Beertje :. (beertje.beaumont): bye bye 
[13:42] Stefano (stephanos.kowalski): i agree Sofia 
[13:42] Chantal (nymf.hathaway): Beautifully put, Sofia 
[13:42] herman Bergson: Yes Sofia...:-) 
[13:42] Teddi (theodolite.wickentower): Nods 
[13:43] Teddi (theodolite.wickentower): I also love the stand that science is 
allowed to change its beliefs with finding new information. 
[13:43] Chantal (nymf.hathaway): Me too ㋡ 
[13:43] Chantal (nymf.hathaway): Just acknowledge we were wrong 
[13:43] Chantal (nymf.hathaway): and move on 
[13:43] Stefano (stephanos.kowalski): true Teddi 
[13:44] Teddi (theodolite.wickentower): (Though I have known some scientists to 
fight new findings... *grins*) 
[13:44] Teddi (theodolite.wickentower) smiles. 
[13:44] Dali Waverider: Re science of the gaps...I went to a RL talk on olfactory 
sense last night.  There are 400 separate distinct odor sensors which each can 
independently detect a range of intensities.  That makes about 16 billion possible 
odours, but we only experience maybe a few thousand.  Most odours don't have 
a cognate. 
[13:45] Stefano (stephanos.kowalski): science is made by humans, and humans 
make mistakes, and are stubborn. sometimes we need to replace the scientists 
to make a scientific change of paradigm. that was what Huxley made with 
Evolution 
[13:45] Dali Waverider: So really, olfactory science is mostly beyond experience. 
[13:45] Sofia (mysticfriend): I think the same is true of the other senses too - our 
eyes see far more than our brains let us perceive 
[13:46] Teddi (theodolite.wickentower): Even what we can perceive, we have to 
train our eyes to see things sometimes. 
[13:47] herman Bergson: That isnt so exciting Sofia... 
[13:47] Nat Ure (nat.spirt): is the dress gold or blue 
[13:47] herman Bergson: we need all kind sof instruments to "SEE" what our 
primary sensory system cant perceive... 
[13:47] Sofia (mysticfriend): *nods* but isn't the filtering mechanism that 
determines what we perceive part of the 'virtual reality' that it seems our minds 
created, based on a tiny subset of what our senses actually sense 
[13:47] Teddi (theodolite.wickentower) chuckles... being one who sees some 
greens and blues as gray... 
[13:48] Teddi (theodolite.wickentower): (Or at least that's what I get told) 
[13:48] Teddi (theodolite.wickentower): (I've also been told women aren't likely to 
be color blind...) 



[13:50] herman Bergson: I hope, you got some idea of what Intelligent Design 
means in the scientific landscape.. 
[13:51] herman Bergson: Educationally it is American folklore, in my opinion.... 
[13:51] herman Bergson: Scientifically it is irrelevant 
[13:51] Maerkruil: I think we, or at least some of us, are just built to be convinced 
by confidence. Saying we don't know is unappealing to many humans. There is 
likely something in our evolution that makes us suceptable to confident speakers. 
Doubt and uncertainty are ignored in favor of easy explainations by over 
confident people . Maybe we are not all like that, but it seems to me many of us 
are . I am not sure we will ever entirely change. Things like Intelligent Design will 
always be easy to push on the masses without much rigor demanded of it :( 
[13:51] Stefano (stephanos.kowalski): near homeopthy in medicine or astrology 
in astronomy 
[13:52] Teddi (theodolite.wickentower): I think so... As far as American Folk lore... 
I think there are some *ahem* personalities that have pushed it more on those 
who don't think for themselves for what ever reason. 
[13:52] Nat Ure (nat.spirt): so if people are educated to ask 'why' more it would 
help 
[13:53] herman Bergson: It would indeed Nat 
[13:53] Teddi (theodolite.wickentower): Yes. 
[13:53] Teddi (theodolite.wickentower): And observe/learn to trust their own 
observations. 
[13:54] Sofia (mysticfriend): one point mentioned earlier is the apparent inability 
of our brains to think outside of our experience - that some things are beyond our 
understanding because of our own limitations.   Is that perhaps a key role of 
mathematics and scientific theoretical models - they allow us to probe and 
understand how to work with phenomena that we cannot consciously understand 
- like aspects of quantum physics for example.   But people without that training 
cannot do that and have a greater problem with such issues 
[13:54] herman Bergson: I'd like to thank you all for this pleasant discussion and 
your participation..... 
[13:54] herman Bergson: feel free to continue... 
[13:54] Sofia (mysticfriend): to them, it becomes a matter of faith even though it 
isn't to the theorists 
[13:54] herman Bergson: but as I use to say first...Class dismissed :-)) 
[13:54] Maerkruil: Neptune was discovered through mathmatics 
[13:54] Sofia (mysticfriend): thanks for the 'class' :) 
[13:54] Teddi (theodolite.wickentower) grins. 
[13:55] Teddi (theodolite.wickentower): Wonderful talk Herman, Thank you 
[13:55] Maerkruil: cheers Herman 
[13:55] Dali Waverider: Thanks Herman 
[13:55] CB Axel: Thank you, Herman. 
[13:55] Nat Ure (nat.spirt): thank you Herman 
[13:55] Stefano (stephanos.kowalski): thank you Herman 
[13:55] Teddi (theodolite.wickentower): Have fun all! 
[13:55] Maerkruil: back to homework for me 



[13:55] Maerkruil: Bye all 
[13:55] herman Bergson: Those models operate along the same lines, I would 
say Sofia 
[13:56] Δşŧσɧąℓïŋ (wotol): bye all 
[13:56] Nat Ure (nat.spirt): bye all 
[13:56] Nat Ure (nat.spirt) waves 
 
 
 
 
 
 


